GETTING YOUR MR SAMPLE RIGHT:
9½ Ways to Maximise Fieldwork Success!

THE IMPORTANCE OF BEST PRACTICE WHEN
SAMPLING FOR MARKET RESEARCH
What you need to get right...
It is vital to be prepared with a good sampling plan and always keep project objectives in the
forefront. A proper plan will also include resource allocation to ensure delivery on schedule,
always critical for project success and client satisfaction.
An additional key component is identification of potential pitfalls or risks along with a strategy
to address potential problems swiftly and effectively. Utilise past experiences and refer to the
outcomes of your after-action reviews from prior projects, too.
Finally, you need to ensure closed-loop feedback is built into each project with all stakeholders
to determine what was and was not successful. This ensures you develop a culture of continuous
improvement and get the best possible engagement from your respondents.
…and what can go wrong
Things can and do go wrong in market research, which is why it’s important to anticipate weak
points and strategize to offset them.
Poor segmentation and profiling can be disastrous if the incorrect respondents participate in
research. It is for this reason why screening is a vital and key element for success. Communicate
clearly and frequently to your client; there is no such thing as too much information. If you
realise too late that you can’t deliver the project, then there’s little you can do to resurrect it. By
paying close attention to the data emerging from the first few days in field you’ll get a better
appreciation for your chances of success. More importantly, you’ll have time to do something to
correct it.
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Principles of sampling compliance relating to participants
The legal tenements are the absolutes for the industry and are not negotiable.
These include:
•
•
•
•

data protection
anonymity
confidentiality
informed consent

Ethics, by contrast, encompasses what we should do for our participants in terms of
principles of:
•
•
•
•

honesty
protection
right to withdraw
ensuring non-promotional research

When executed well together, a commitment to legal and ethical principles engenders
respect from respondents, which in turn promotes engagement and quality data.
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UNDERSTAND WHAT THE GUIDELINES SAY
ABOUT SAMPLING

The industry’s reluctance to embrace compliance can partially be attributed to what is a very
complex compliance landscape. The sheer volume of topline agencies involved, each with their
own code of conduct and guidelines relating to various elements of market research, exemplifies
that. However, each of those codes has its own purpose, and they are all complementary and
mutually reinforcing; they co-exist without disruption to the industry.
In 2017, the British Healthcare Business Intelligence Association (BHBIA) published its own
sampling and screening guidelines. The recommendations include:
•
•
•

Researchers should be careful to ensure that respondents are appropriate to the project, both
in terms of the study objectives, and the methodology being used.
Guidance on appropriate sample sizes, ensuring that recruiters only recruit respondents that
they think are suitable for achieving the objectives of the study, and that the sample size is
consistent with the methodology being used.
Researchers should avoid inviting more respondents than are required for the study, and
alluding to respondent ‘respect’, protect respondents against irrelevant or high-volume
invitations. This is recommended because screening out is frequently cited as a major source
of frustration for respondents, and a reason for their reduced engagement with market
research.
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Do we do enough to ensure HCPs are treated appropriately?
KEY RESPONDENT FRUSTRATIONS

Fig. 1 Leveraging Compliance to motivate response rates and build
confidence in business intelligencei

With 751 healthcare professional respondents, this online quantitative study conducted in January
2017 outlines respondent frustration, which ultimately erodes their engagement levels.
Just under 30% cited “being terminated after a few questions” as the leading frustration. Digging
deeper, we often find that respondents fail to understand that researchers cannot use any of the
data from screening questions to inform their research, which highlights the need for education
and clarity.
“Low incentive compared to the time required” and “longer than advertised studies” are clearly
frustrating to respondents and suggest a lack of respect or consideration for the respondent’s
time. What’s more concerning is the contradictory perspective of industry professionals. When
asked for their opinion, over 70% thought that remuneration was fair, and over 50% thought
that the industry is generally honest about LOIs which is in clear contradiction to the health care
provider (HCP) data.
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THE INDUSTRY PERSPECTIVE

Fig. 2 Leveraging Compliance to motivate response rates and
build confidence in business intelligenceii
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Fig. 3 “Thinking carefully, what can we do to ensure our obligations towards compliance and
ethics encourage your future participation in Healthcare Market Research?”iii

Ranked in order of merit, we’ve also applied the three key tenements of ethics, legal, and respect
to each. Predictably, data protection, anonymity, and transparency are crucial, so their relative
importance is to be expected. Of slightly less importance—but still significant cumulatively—are
the elements of physical market research, each linked to respect.
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UNDERSTAND THE ROLE OF INCENTIVES
Motivations for taking part in market research
Not surprisingly, financial compensation remains the primary motivator for physicians to
participate in market research. However, secondary and tertiary motivators appeal to their
curious and altruistic natures.

HCP KEY MOTIVATORS

Fig. 4 Healthcare Market
Research Participation –
Motivationsiv n=5,084
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Getting incentives right...
Given the relative importance of incentives, it’s important to pay close attention to getting them
right, because the impact can be significant.
The type of stakeholder as well as their nationality are important for consideration. For example,
a KOL in Germany may expect to be paid considerably more than a Spanish nurse. Additionally,
“Fair market value” is frequently required and always worth consideration. Incentives should
correlate to the task and time being allocated, again demonstrating respect for the respondent
and ensuring their ongoing engagement.
...if you get incentives wrong

Incentive amounts impact the
quality of my engagement
and answers to market
research questions.

Have you declined to
participate in market research
because the incentive was
inadequate?

Have you abandoned a
market research survey due
to the time involved being
advertised incorrectly?

Fig. 5 Healthcare Market Research Participation - Motivationsv n=5084

The consequences for getting incentives wrong can be prolonged and all-pervasive. As survey results
reveal, data quality and response rates can be seriously impacted if incentives are disproportionate,
so setting the appropriate incentive is imperative to successful research.
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CREATE A PLAN
Making a plan…
When you’re developing a plan for your project you’re considering:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

the objectives of the study
the needs of the respondent
potential respondent frustration and how to mitigate
the size of the sample and volume of invitations
your timeline and assurance that you can deliver on deadline
an established forecast of expected results to easily identify misses
• plan to soft launch and adjust according to your learnings
• plan to full launch with ongoing monitoring
developing a contingency plan to ensure agility and quick action if you need to put it into
action

…and considering what can go wrong
Without a roadmap for achieving your objectives and without risk management, you are inviting
data quality and delivery issues. In addition to a well-defined road map outlining milestones for
success, a risk management strategy will help ensure project success reducing the risk of data
quality or timeline issues.
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GET RESOURCES READY
Implementing the plan...
Planning and preparation are essential, but all the planning in the world is useless if you don’t
implement your plan in an effective manner. Here are several key items to ensure you cover
during project implementation:
•
•
•
•

Physical invitations to participate in the study, detailing all required information
Put the right team with the best-matched skills in place to execute the recruitment and
research. This might involve including SMEs or PMs with previous experience of similar
projects
The technological resources specific to the study and appropriate for the methodology
project objectives
For online studies, account appropriately for programming time; note that gamified surveys
will take longer and require different skills to program than a basic study.

...and what can go wrong
Lack of planning and understanding requirements for successful execution can result in not
having the right resources in place, putting the project at risk for failure.
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TARGETING BASED ON PROFILING
INFORMATION
Benefits...
Effective profiling is essential for successful sampling. The more you know about a potential
sample, the more you can streamline your screening. It’s important to eliminate excess and
irrelevant invitations, which have an impact on response rates and engagement, as well as speed
of execution and going to field. Ultimately, by focusing on effective profiling, you will see higher
response rates.
...and what can go wrong
In the absence of sophisticated profiling, sending targeted invitations becomes difficult.
Consequently, the unsubscribe rate goes up because respondents become frustrated by
irrelevant invitations.
Those that do begin surveys quickly realise when a survey is inappropriate for them, which
results in high abandon rates. As mentioned earlier, dissatisfied and unhappy respondents
become disengaged. Doing the work upfront to target effectively will help mitigate these types
of potential unsubscribes and abandons.
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SAMPLING PLAN EXECUTION
Segmentation
of target group

Full-launch and
monitoring

Soft-launch
and evaluation

Failure to
execute the
previous steps
= study failure
Additional
recruitment /
reminders

Even once you’re in field, an iterative approach protects against study failure. A soft-launch helps
identify any clear barriers to success and highlights any areas for improvement. Monitoring
response rates and engagement daily is essential as it encourages early identification of potential
issues and allows early corrective action including reviewing the approach, additional or
alternative recruitment, and extra reminders.
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ALWAYS HAVE A PLAN B
When to use Plan B...
This is where the sampling plan execution outlined above is so important and provides all the
tools you need to execute plan B quickly and efficiently when needed.
The majority of completed interviews take place within the first four to six days in field. This is a
critical time for monitoring screenings and completes to ensure everything is going to plan.
In the event of a red flag, hold an urgent review and consider all your options. Audit the situation
and assess all relevant areas:
•
•
•
•

is the software you’re using working?
are you targeting the right type of respondent?
is the invitation appropriate in tone and content?
does the link work?

…and when Plan B doesn’t work
Don’t panic. Revisit all your options and pivot your approach. If you’re confident your sample is
appropriate, then you can send reminders (but not more than two).
Reminders
Keep in mind that additional reminder emails may
not always be the answer. M3’s research shows
that there is little point in sending out more than
two reminder emails due to the diminishing
returns, unless there are exceptions to consider.
From your first reminder you can expect, on
average, 30% of your original response, which
drops to just 5% for the second reminder.
Repeated reminder emails will serve only to
frustrate and annoy respondents and increase the
number of those who unsubscribe.

Launch

Fig. 6 “Respondent
Engagement - Fact
or Fiction?” vi

1st Reminder
30%

2nd Reminder
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External partners
Another element of your plan B might be the use of external partners to support recruitment.
This needs a plan of its own to ensure optimum results. De-duplication is a good place to
start, ensuring that there are no common contacts who you have invited (and then sent them
reminders). Be clear about your expectations of what the external partner will deliver and be clear
about both of your quotas.
Evaluate your final results
Why it matters:
•
•

•

•

•

It’s important to learn from your
successes, but also from your mistakes
Every plan should be based on your
learnings from the execution of
previous projects: Was the sample
right? Was the timeframe realistic and
achievable? What could have been
done differently?
Your internal CRM is a valuable tool.
You should update it with any new
information about your panel from
contact details to profiling information.
This is especially important for new
joiners, as well as non-attendance for
qualitative studies
Be diligent with your profiling to
ensure that any information collected
is reflected in members’ profiles, and
includes inactivity and referral records
Retention is intrinsically linked to
success. Projects that don’t go well
will inevitably result in unhappy, less
engaged respondents.
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Reporting

What went
less well?

What went
well?

Respondent
Feedback

Sampling
Performance
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